Abstract. This work is related to the Jacobian Conjecture. It contains the formulas concerning algebraic dependence of the polynomial mappings having two zeros at infinity and the constant Jacobian. These relations mean that such mappings are non-invertible. They reduce the Jacobian Conjecture only to the case of mappings having one zero at infinity. This case is already solved by Abhyankar. The formulas presented in the paper were illustrated by the large example.
Introduction
In the paper [1] , Abhyankar proved that the polynomial mapping 2 2 : F → C C with a constant non-zero Jacobian has at most two zeros at infinity. This result was generalized in the paper [2] . Moreover, in the same paper [1] , Abhyankar also proved that the Jacobian Conjecture [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] holds if and only if from the assumption that 1 Jac F = it follows that the mapping F not has two zeros at infinity. It is not difficult to indicate an infinite family of polynomial non-invertible mapping having two zeros at infinity. These examples can be generalized. Therefore, in this work, we indicate explicit formulas that give the algebraic dependence of coordinates of polynomial mapping when its Jacobian is constant. We consider two groups of mappings, depending on the form of the leading forms of these mappings. Therefore these formulas adjudicate that there are no polynomial invertible mappings having two zeros at infinity.
Algebraic dependence of polynomial mappings
Let f i , h j be the complex forms of variables X, Y of degrees i, j respectively and , 1 i j ≥ . 
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The authors try to place the proofs of the above hypotheses in the next article.
Corollary. Obviously, in all of these possible cases, the polynomials f, h are algebraically dependent and so
The following example is the illustration of remark 2.
Since the Jacobian is constant we have consecutively
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